
A NOTE ON SEMIFREE ACTIONS OF Sl

ON HOMOTOPY SPHERES

HSU-TUNG KU1

1. Introduction. Let (S1, 2B+2*, 2"), ¿2:2, denote a semifree dif-

ferentiable action of S1 on homotopy (M + 2£)-sphere 2"+2* with the

fixed point set the homotopy w-sphere 2", that is, Sl acts freely out-

side 2". We shall call 2" untwisted if the normal bundle of 2" in

2»+2t js trivial [2]. The purpose of this note is to study the semifree

differentiable actions of S1 on homotopy spheres with homotopy

spheres as untwisted fixed point sets. In fact, we shall establish the

following theorems by using the results of R. Lee [7].

Theorem 1. Let n=3 (mod 4) and 4k — li%n. If the homotopy

sphere 2"+2* admits a semifree differentiable S1 action with untwisted

fixed point set 2", then 2"+24 admits infinitely many differentiably dis-

tinct, semifree, differentiable S1 actions with untwisted fixed point set 2".

Theorem 2. There are an infinite number of distinct semifree S1

actions on S17 with every element of 326u as untwisted fixed point set.

For notation 6n, see [4, p. 504].

2. Proofs of the theorems.

Definition 1. The standard (semifree) action of S1 on Sn+2k with

untwisted fixed point set S" is defined as follows: Write

Sn+2k m hXu . . . ; Xn+ly 2l, . . . , Zk) e Rn+1 X Ck |

n+1   „       * »       "i

E*+EM -1}¡-i      j=i j
For gES1, (xi, • • ■ ,xn+i,zi, ■ ■ ■ , zk) E Sn+2k, the action is defined by

g(xh ■ ■ ■ , Xn+1, Zl, ■ ■ ■ , zk) = (xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn+x, gzi, ■ ■ ■ , gzh).

We denote this action simply by (Sl, Sn+2k, Sn).

Let (S1, 2n+2*, 2") be any semifree differentiable action of S1 on

2n+2* with untwisted fixed point set 2n. Then the action around the

fixed point set is equivalent to (Sl, 2"XD2k, 2"X0) given by

g(x, Zi, • ■ ■ , Zk) = (x, gzi, ■ • ■ , gzk),
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1 The author is indebted to the referee for pointing out some errors in the earlier

version of this paper.
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for all gQS1, x£2" and (zi, • • • , zk)QD2k, where gz,- (i= 1, • • • , fe)

is the complex multiplication of g and z¿ in C. Let —2" be the homot-

opy sphere 2" with orientation reversed and (S1, — Sn+M, —2") be

the action induced by (S\ 2»+2*, 2»). Let (S1, 2?+2t, 2?) and (S\

2"+2t, 22) be any two semifree actions with untwisted fixed point

sets. Since the actions around the fixed point sets 2J and 2" are

equivalent, the equivarient connected sum (S\ 2?+2t # 2¡+2t, 2? # S|)

is well defined. Two semifree S1 actions with untwisted fixed point

sets, (S1, 2?+2*, 2?) and (S\ 2Ü+2*, 2^) are said to be equivalent if the

underlying knots (2"+2i, 2") and (2"+2t, 22) are isotopic. The equiva-

lence class of (S\ 2"+2*, 2") is denoted by [S1, 2"+2*, 2"]. Let

SF(n + 2k, n) be the set of equivalent classes. Then SF(n + 2k, n) is

an abelian group under the equivariant connected sum operation:

r„1       n+2k       n-,     ,     r„l       n+2k       n, r    1       n+2k   „      n+2k       n   „      n-,

[5,2!    ,2i] + [S,22    ,22] = [5,2i     # 27  , Si # 2i].

For if (S1,2"+2*, 2") is a representative of [51,2"+2*, 2n] in 5F(« + 2fe,

«), then the imbedding 2" # -2"->2n+2fc # -2n+2* is isotopic to the

standard imbedding Sn—>Sn+2k. Hence 5F(« + 2fe, w) is an abelian

group with zero element [S1, Sn+2k, Sn].

Let 5F(w + 2fe, «)* and 5F(« + 2fe, «)** be the subgroups of
5F(«+2fe, «) consisting of elements [S1, 2"+2*, 2-] with S»+2* = 5n+2*

and  2" = 5"  respectively.   Define

SF(n + 2fe, n) ~ = 5F(« + 2fe, «)* A 5F(« + 2fe, «)**.

Let us recall that dn+2kiH denotes the group of isotopy classes of

knotted «-spheres in Sn+2k [ó], and bP„ he as in [4, p. 510].

Definition 2. We define the homomorphisms

a(n + 2k, n) : SF(n + 2k, n) —> dn+2k

and

ß(n + 2k, n) : SF(n + 2k, n) -> 8n

by

a(n + 2k, n)[S\ 2"+2*, S"J = 2"+2*

and

ß(n + 2k, n)[S\ 2"+2*, S"] = 2".

The diagram below is clearly commutative with exact rows and

columns:
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0 0

ï i

0->SF(« + 2k, n)~ -^SF(n + 2k, n)*

i i
ß(n + 2k, n)

O -> SF(n + 2k, «)** -+ SF(n + 2k, n)-> 8„

i a(n + 2k, n)

8n+2k

Lemma 1. The groups SF(n+2k, n)~, SF(n+2k, «)*, SF(w+2fe, «)**

and SF(n + 2k,n) are infinite if n = 3 (mod 4) and 4fe —1 g«.

Proof. Let 2"+2*'" be the kernel of 0»+2*.»-> 6n, and let 2S+2in be

the subgroup of 2n+2i'n of knotted spheres which bound framed sub-

manifolds in Sn+2k. Then 22+2l«Z under the hypotheses by [ó].

According to [7, 5.2, 5.4], there exist infinitely many elements in

2J}+2*'" such that every element [Sn+2k, Sn] has a representative

(Sn+2k, Sn) which can be realized as the fixed point knot of a semifree

differentiable S1 action on Sn+2k with untwisted fixed point set S".

Thus 5F(« + 2fe, n)~ is infinite. This proves Lemma 1.

To prove Theorem 1, let 2n+2*£Im a(w + 2fe, n) and ßQ

Im j3(«-|-2fe, «). Then a(« + 2fe, n)-1(2«+2k)r\ß(n + 2k, w)-,(2") con-

tains infinitely many elements by Lemma 1. The proof is complete.

Now we recall a theorem of Browder [2, (6.2)]:

Theorem 3 (Browder). Suppose n = 3 (mod 4) and k>l, fe

odd, and let 70(CP*-1XSn) = {2G0„+2*-2| (CP^XS") #2 is diffeo-
morphic to CP^XS^rybPn+u-i and l = order of h(CPk~1XSn).

Then an element 2n£öPn+i, n>3, occurs as an untwisted fixed point

set of a semifree S1 action on a homotopy sphere Zn+2k if and only if

2nQ(mnjk/l)bP„, where mn,k is the order of bPn+ik~i-

Applying Theorem 3 to «= 11 and fe = 3, since the orders of on and

bPio are 16 and 8128 respectively, we may use the connected sum

method to show that there are semifree S1 actions on S17 with every

element of 81280n = 320ii = Z3i as untwisted fixed point set. But

4fe —1=«, so we can apply Theorem 1. This completes the proof of

Theorem 2.

Browder has found some exotic spheres in Im ß(n + 2fe, «) [2]. In

general the groups Im a(M + 2fe, «) and Im j3(»+2fe, w) are hard to

compute.
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